iNavigator
Version 4.0.0

INTRODUCTION
iNavigator is an aircraft navigation app for iPhone, iPad and Apple Watch
featuring a moving map, Horizontal Situation Indicator, a worldwide navigation
database, airspaces limits, terrain elevation weather data, and more.
Full integration with the iOS environment allows creating, modifying, and
activating a route, or performing a Direct-To, using simple touches on the
screen.
iNavigator implements both Route Navigation and Direct-To Navigation,
VNAV (Vertical Navigation) for a precise guiding from cruise altitude to the
user-defined BOD (Bottom Of Descent) point.
The built-in simulation mode allows connecting the app to Microsoft Flight
Simulator via WiFi.
iNavigator will register itself as routing app for airplane navigation.
In-App purchases are available for upgrading the Navigation Database, and
to add functionality to the iOS and Watch App.

iNavigator on iPad, iPhone and Apple Watch
WARNING: Navigation database, airspaces, terrain, may be
inaccurate or out of date.
Traffic display may be inaccurate and/or incomplete.
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1. NAVIGATION PAGES
3 navigation pages are available:
 MAP, moving map based on Apple Map or other providers
 HSI, Horizontal Situation Indicator
 DATA, available as in-app purchase
When running on iPhone, the navigation pages are grouped into a
single NAV toolbar button. Tapping the NAV button will display a
pop-up for selecting the desired navigation page.

A tap on the map, HSI or data area will open an action sheet with the
following options (not all action are available on all navigation pages):











Activate/Deactivate Route. Activate or deactivate the current route for
navigation.
Direct TO. Activate a Direct-To to the tap point, or selected from the
database.
Info. Display information for the tap point.
Create User Waypoint. When tapping where no database elements
are present, a user waypoint can be created at the tap position.
User Waypoint From Here. When tapping on a database element, a
user waypoint can be created as radial/distance from the selected
element.
Bearing Pointer / Hide Bearing Pointer. Show/Hide the cyan bearing
pointer to the tap point.
Add/Remove to/from Route. Add the tap point to the current route, or
remove it if already present
Create/Add Departure/Arrival. Replace route airport with selected
runway plus an optional first-turn point (departure) or FAF fix (arrival).
Unlock Map / Lock Map & Track Aircraft (MAP page only).
Unlock/lock the map to enable manual map panning.
Scale Range (HSI page only). Set the scale and range of HSI map.
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2. MAP PAGE
The Map page shows a moving map with over imposed the navigation
database, current route, aircraft position, etc…

➊

➋

➌
STATUS BAR
Status bar (1) is in the upper part of the screen. When no route is active the
status bar displays only the current track (TRK) and ground speed (GS).
When a route or Direct-To is active the status bar will show the following
information:
 Bearing (BRG) to the next waypoint in the route or Direct-To point.
 Desired track (DTK) of the current leg, tap on the status bar to hide
DTK and show current altitude (only on iPad).
 Current aircraft track (TRK) (only on iPad).
 Course Deviation Indicator (CDI), the full-scale range is defined in the
Display Options.
 From and to (or Direct-To) waypoint names.
 Distance to the next waypoint (DIS).
 Ground speed (GS).
 Estimate time en route or estimate time of arrival (ETE/ETA).
 Bearing (BRG), distance (DIS) and estimate time of arrival (ETE/ETA)
to waypoint selected for the Bearing Pointer, if displayed.
 The message area shows any notification (white) advisory (yellow) or
warning (red) message generated during navigation.
All directions are normally relative to magnetic north (see Appendix),
and distances are in nm or Km as set in the Units.
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MAP AREA
The map area (2) will display the following items:
 Apple map (satellite or hybrid terrain) as defined in the Display
Options, or a map from one of the available tile server provider and an
optional overlay map, as defined in the Setup Maps page.
 Airports (solid magenta circles with the main runway direction in white),
Airfields (magenta circle) VORs and NDBs (cyan or blue symbol),
intersection (solid cyan or blue triangle) and user defined waypoints
(empty cyan or blue triangle). The declutter level is selected
automatically as a function of the map zoom.
 Airspaces.
 Weather data.
 Aircraft symbol at the current position.
 Current route as a thin dashed white line (if present).
 Scale circles and values (when the map is centered in track mode).
When a route or Direct-To is active the following items will also be displayed:
 Current route with a thick solid white line (if active), and the active leg
in thick solid magenta.
 Current track as a thin white line.
 Course to steer as a thin yellow line (with optional turn pie).
When the Bearing Pointer is displayed the following items will also be
displayed:
 Bearing to point with a thick solid cyan line
INTERACTING WITH THE MAP
The followings gesture can be used to interact with the map:
DRAG to pan around the map. To enable dragging the map must be unlocked
by tapping on the aircraft symbol and selecting Unlock Map; tap again on the
aircraft and select Auto Center & Track to keep the aircraft symbol at the
center if the display while moving.
PINCH to zoom in and out.
SINGLE TAP to show the map action sheet relative to the tap point.
TAP & HOLD to open the Display Options page.
ADDING A MAP SERVER
A map server for either a base or overlay map can be added from the Maps
setting in the Setup page.
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VERTICAL PROFILE
The vertical profile (3) of the current route or Direct-To leg can be optionally
displayed at the bottom of the MAP page.
The vertical profile shows the followings elements:

➍

➊

➎
➌

➐

➏

➋
1) Aircraft symbol at current position and altitude, with extending cruise
path up to TOD (Top Of Descent), if VNAV is enabled, or to the end of
the route (the path will be magenta when active, white otherwise).
2) Terrain profile, filled in solid gray.
3) White vertical line and name for every waypoint of the route. The active
waypoint is shown in magenta.
4) Dotted horizontal lines every 1000ft (or 300m) of elevation; the line at
MSL is displayed in solid blue. Dotted vertical lines every 5nm or 10Km
along the route or Direct-To leg.
5) Horizontal solid yellow line at 1000ft (or 300m) above the higher terrain
feature along the route or Direct-To leg.
6) Descent path and BOD (Bottom Of Descent) when VNAV is enabled;
white when inactive, magenta when active.
7) Green line indicating current vertical path of the aircraft.
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3. HSI PAGE
The HSI (Horizontal Situation Indicator) shows a compass card, plus bearing
and CDI needles and scales, optionally over imposed to the navigation
database and current route. It can be displayed as either a full 360° circle or
as a 120° arc. The orientation of the HSI and moving map is always track up.
The STATUS BAR and MESSAGE AREA of the HSI page show the same
information present in the MAP page.

➊
➎

➒
➑
➍

➋

➌

➐

➏

1) Magnetic track. A numeric indication of current aircraft magnetic track.
2) Compass rose. In both the 360° view and 120° arc view, the minor
graduation marks represent 5 degrees, major graduation marks
represent 10 degrees, with every 30 degrees labeled. The outer edge
of the compass rose is marked with reference marks.
3) Bearing pointer and Course Deviation Indicator. The green arrow
points to the next waypoint of the active leg or Direct-To waypoint. The
single-line CDI displays deviation from the set or desired course.
4) HSI range. The HSI range can be changed with the standard pinch
touch to zoom in or out.
5) Moving map. Shows the current route, database airports, navaids,
intersections and user waypoints.
6) Course to Steer. Suggested steering direction toward the current leg.
7) Track of current leg or Direct-To OBS.
8) Optional Bearing Pointer to a user selected point.
9) Heading Bug. Magnetic heading from device compass.
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The followings gesture can be used to interact with the map:
PINCH to zoom in and out.
SINGLE TAP to show the map action sheet relative to the tap point. Tapping
the aircraft symbol will allow the user to enter the desired scale range.
DOUBLE TAP to toggle between full 360° and 120° arc mode.
TAP & HOLD to open the Display Options page.

HSI in ARC mode
STATUS BAR
When no route is active the status bar displays only the current track (TRK)
and ground speed (GS).
When a route or Direct-To is active the status bar will show the following
information:
 Bearing (BRG) to the next waypoint in the route or Direct-To point.
 Desired track (DTK) of the current leg, tap on the status bar to hide
DTK and show current altitude (only on iPad).
 Current aircraft track (TRK) (only on iPad).
 Course Deviation Indicator (CDI), the full-scale range is defined in the
Display Options.
 From and to (or Direct-To) waypoint names.
 Distance to the next waypoint (DIS).
 Ground speed (GS).
 Estimate time en route or estimate time of arrival (ETE/ETA).
 Bearing (BRG), distance (DIS) and estimate time of arrival (ETE/ETA)
to waypoint selected for the Bearing Pointer, if displayed.
 The message area shows any notification (white) advisory (yellow) or
warning (red) message generated during navigation.
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VERTICAL PROFILE
The vertical profile of the current route or Direct-To leg can be optionally
displayed at the bottom of the HSI page.
The vertical profile shows the followings elements:

➍

➊
➌

➋

➏

➎

1) Aircraft symbol at current position and altitude, with extending cruise
path up to TOD (Top Of Descent), if VNAV is enabled, or to the end of
the route (the path will be magenta when active, white otherwise).
2) Terrain profile, filled in solid gray.
3) White vertical line and name for every waypoint of the route. The active
waypoint is shown in magenta.
4) Horizontal solid yellow line at 1000ft (or 300m) above the higher terrain
feature along the route or Direct-To leg.
5) Descent path and BOD (Bottom Of Descent) when VNAV is enabled;
white when inactive, magenta when active.
6) Green line indicating current vertical path of the aircraft.
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4. DATA PAGE
Data page is available as an in-app purchase.

The following data is displayed:
 BRG. Track from the current position to the next waypoint in the route.
 DTK. Track from the previous to the next point on the route.
 TRK. Current aircraft track.
 HDG. Current aircraft heading.
 POS. Aircraft position.
 GS. Ground speed.
 DIS. Distance to the next waypoint on the route.
 DTD. Distance to destination.
 ETE. Estimated time en-route to the next waypoint.
 ETA. Estimated arrival zulu time to the next waypoint.
 ETD. Estimated arrival zulu time to destination.
 UTC. Zulu time.
 EFB. Estimated fuel on board.
 EFF. Estimated fuel flow, as entered in the Aircraft page.
 EFD. Estimated fuel at destination.
 END. Endurance.
 MSA. Minimum safe altitude, calculated as 1000ft above the highest
ground feature on a radius of 2nm from the aircraft.
 AGL. Elevation above ground.
 ALT. Altitude from mean sea level.
 VS. Vertical speed.
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5. DISPLAY OPTIONS
The Display Options page can be open from the SETUP page or by TAP &
HOLD in the MAP or HSI page (In this case the NAVDATA section is not
displayed, and only one between the MAP and HSI sections appropriate for
the current navigation page):
COURSE DEVIATION INDICATOR.
 Range. Select the CDI range. Depending on the units setting, the
possible options are 0.5, 1.0, 2.5 nm or 1.0, 2.0, 5.0 Km.
 Autorange. Turn on this option to let iNavigator automatically select
the most appropriate range for the current phase of the flight.
NAVDATA.
 VFR Waypoints. Show/hide VFR waypoints (VFR waypoints are
currently available only for Italy).
 IFR Waypoints. Show/hide IFR waypoints.
 Navaids. Show/hide navigational aids (VORs and NDBs).
 Airports. Show/hide airports.
 Airfields. Show/hide airports defined as airfields. The actual map or
HSI can display fewer elements according to the auto-declutter
function.
 Auto Declutter. Enable or disable automatic de-cluttering of NavData
in the MAP and HSI page.
MAP.
 Type (Apple map). Select the Apple maps type as terrain, satellite or
hybrid.
 Orientation. Select orientation between North Up, Track Up or user
defined.
 Show NavData. Turn this option on or off to show or hide the navdata
database in the map page. The current route is always displayed
regardless of this setting.
 Show Airspaces. Turn this option on or off to show or hide the
airspaces boundaries.
 Show Weather. Turn this option on or off to display or hide the
weather of stations nearby the current aircraft position.
 Show Traffic. Shows nearby traffic. See TRAFFIC below.
 Show Track & Pointers. Turn this option on to show a white track line,
yellow Course To Steer line, cyan line for bearing pointer.
 Show Turn Pie. If set, the area between the current track and the CTS
is filled with a semitransparent yellow solid pattern.
 Show Vertical Profile. Turn this option on or off to show or hide the
vertical profile of the current route or Direct-To leg in the map page.
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HORIZONTAL SITUATION INDICATOR.
 Type. Choose Rose to display the HSI in full 360°, Arc to display it in
120° arc mode.
 Show Nav Data. Turn this option on or off to show or hide the navdata
database in the map page. The current route and the scale value will
not be displayed when this setting is off.
 Show Airspaces. Turn this option on or off to show or hide the
airspaces boundaries.
 Show Weather. Turn this option on or off to display or hide the
weather of stations nearby the current aircraft position.
 Show Traffic. Shows nearby traffic. See TRAFFIC below.
 Show Terrain Warnings. Turn this option on or off to display or hide
dangerous terrain feature in front of the aircraft (see below).
 Show Turn Pie. If set, the area between the current track and the CTS
is filled with a semitransparent yellow solid pattern.
 Show Vertical Profile. Turn this option on or off to show or hide the
vertical profile of the current route or Direct-To leg in the HSI page.
WEATHER
Weather from stations nearby the current aircraft position can be optionally
displayed in the map or HSI.

The stations displayed are updated regularly while the aircraft moves or at
least every 15 minutes

If the aircraft position cannot be determined, weather will not display.
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TRAFFIC
ADS-B data is provided by adsbexchange.com.
Traffic in a radius of 50nm and +-8000ft from current
position and altitude is displayed.
Not relevant traffic will be shown as an empty
diamond, nearby traffic with a filled diamond, alert
traffic with a full amber circle and dangerous traffic
with a full red square.
An arrow will point down if the traffic is descending or
up for climbing traffic.
Delta altitude from own aircraft is displayed on top in
hundreds of ft.

TERRAIN
When the Show Terrain Warning option is activated, the HSI will display
dangerous terrain features in front of the aircraft. Terrain from 1000ft to 500ft
below the aircraft will be shown in yellow, while terrain from 500ft below the
aircraft and above will be displayed in red.
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6. ROUTE PAGE
The Route page displays the current route waypoints.
Tap on a waypoint from the list to make a Direct-To or
cancel the Direct-To the route point (see DIRECT-TO
NAVIGATION).
The waypoints are shown in gray if the route is not
active; the destination waypoint of the active leg is
shown in magenta with an arrow pointing to it if in
ROUTE NAVIGATION, or an arrow with a D if in
DIRECT-TO NAVIGATION. The bearing, distance
and estimated time en-route are shown for the active
leg. The waypoints of already navigated legs are
shown in gray, while waypoints of the other legs of the
route are shown in white.

Tap the Edit button to reorder add or delete a waypoint from the current route.
If the route is active the waypoints of the current leg cannot be modified.
 Add Waypoint. Add a waypoint selecting it from the database, or enter
any location name in the search field to add the location position
 Add Waypoints from Airway. Add waypoints from an airway; the last
point of the route is the airway entry point, type the name of the airway
and select the exit waypoint.
 Add as Radial/Dist from Prev. Add a waypoint entering radial and
distance from the last point of the route.
Tap on the Action button to open the Route action sheet.
 Activate/Deactivate Route. Activate or deactivate the current route for
navigation.
 Direct TO. Select a Direct-To waypoint from the database.
 Invert Route. Invert the sequence of waypoints of the current route.
 Save Route. Save the current route. Routes are saved as GPX files in
the /Document/Routes folder.
 Load Route. Load a previously saved route.
 Add Route. Add a route from a strip. Enter route as APT WPT
AIRWAY … WPT AIRWAY WPT APT, separating elements with space.
For example entering LIEE CAR UM126 ESINO LIRF will generate the
following list of waypoints in the current route: LIEE, CAR, LEDRO,
ALEDI, QUENN, ROXAN, ESINO, LIRF. If a route already exists is
discarded and replaced with the new route.
 Delete Route. Delete the current route.
Routes are saved in GPX format in the /Document/Routes folder and
can be imported or exported using the iTunes file sharing option.
Fuel On Board is available only if the aircraft data has been set.
Geolocation works only when data connection is available.
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7. NRST PAGE

The nearest (NRST) page displays the firsts 50 airports, navaids,
intersections, user waypoints, sorted by increasing distance from current
position.
The elements are displayed with a symbol showing the type, the name, and
bearing, distance and time estimate from the present position.
Tap the Declutter button to cycle between displaying all elements
➞airports/airfields and navaids ➞ only airports/airfields.


Enter a waypoint/navaid/airport name in the search field to display the
item from the database.



Enter any location name in the search field to find the location
position.



Select an item from the list to display the Information page with
relevant data of the element and to add it to the current route or to
make a Direct-To the point.

Geolocation works only when data connection is available.
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8. INFORMATION ON SELECTED ITEM
The info action shows the data of the element selected from the nearest,
database or user waypoints list or by tapping in the map or HSI view.

For each element the following data is displayed:
 Type (Airport, Navaid, Intersection, User, Coordinates).
 Symbol (see Appendix).
 Name.
 Bearing and distance from current position.
If the selected point is a VOR or NDB also the frequency in MHz or KHz is
shown.
Airports have the following additional data:
 Runways. List of the runways with id, magnetic heading, length and
width, approach facilities.
 Airport’s ATIS and Navigation frequencies.
 Ephemeris
 Latest Metar & Taf reports, if available.
 Notams, if available.
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9. INFO PAGE
POSITION.
Shows current position, position accuracy, magnetic variation and state
of flight.
AIRCRAFT.
Manage aircrafts and enter Fuel and Performance data (see
AIRCRAFT below).
FLIGHTS.
Manage flights (see FLIGHTS below)
DATABASE.
 User Waypoints, to add, select or delete a user-waypoint. Enter any
name in the search field to find the correspondent location. Select an
item from list to display the INFO PAGE with relevant data of the
element and to add it to the current route or to initiate a Direct-To the
point.
 Saved Route, to delete previously saved routes, import and export
routes. Select the desired route to export it in KML format; tap the Edit
button to delete a route or to import a route. KML files can be
downloaded or uploaded to the device using the iTunes file sharing.
 Search Database, to display information or select any element of the
navigation database. Enter any name in the search field to find the
correspondent location. Select an item from list to display the INFO
PAGE with relevant data of the element and to add it to the current
route or to initiate a Direct-To the point.
 Nearby Airspaces lists the airspace in proximity of current position.
AIRCRAFT PAGE
When the aircraft data is set, iNavigator will use it to estimate ETE/ETA for
each leg of the current route (if the route is activated, the real ground speed
from GPS will be used for estimates) and remaining FOB (Fuel On Board) for
each leg.
 Aircraft. Aircraft type.
 Registration.
Aircraft
registration
number.
 Cruise TAS. True airspeed at cruise
altitude.
 Max Usable Fuel. Maximum total usable
fuel.
 Cruise Fuel Flow. Fuel flow at cruise
power settings.
 Fuel on Board. Enter the value in the
edit field or drag the fuel cylinder to set
the fuel on board. Left scale shows
endurance, right scale fuel quantities
expressed as fraction of max fuel. A
yellow and red horizontal lines marks 60
minutes and 30 minutes of endurance.
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The action button allows to save the current aircraft or load a previously saved
aircraft.
Aircrafts are saved in XML format in the /Document/Aircrafts folder.
FLIGHTS PAGE
Flights are stored either automatically or manually, with all the relevant data
(departure, destination, route legs, aircraft, actual flight path, etc.).

Flights are saved in GPX format in the /Document/Flights folder.
TRACK LOG
When the Track Log is activated, iNavigator will continuously store the
current aircraft path and save the information within the Flight data.
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10. SETUP PAGE
The setup page is divided in 4 sections:
IN-APP PURCHASES.
(See below).
VERTICAL NAVIGATION.
Manage vertical navigation.
 Enable VNAV. Enable or disable vertical navigation (see below).
 BOD Distance. Enter the distance of the Bottom Of Descent point
relative to the end of the route.
 BOD Altitude. Enter the desired altitude at the bottom of descent.
 Vertical Speed. Enter the vertical speed that will be used for descent.
ALTITUDE SETTINGS.
Option for using barometric altitude in compatible devices (see also
BAROMETRIC ALTITUDE CALIBRATION).
 Use Barometric Altitude. When OFF, altitude will be based on GPS
data; when ON, altitude will be calculated using the device barometer.
 Baro Units. Set units for QNH setting, hPa or InHg.
 Baro Mode. SET: altitude is calculated from the Baro Setting (QNH).
STD: altitude is calculate from standard reference see level pressure
(1013.25hPa or 29.92InHg). When on STD, altitudes will be displayed
as Flight Level.
SETTINGS.
 Map. (See MAPS below).
 Display Options page.
 Enable Track Log. Enable or disable Track Log.
 Auto Save Flights. Turn on this option to let iNavigator automatically
save flight data upon landing.
 Metar/Taf Decoding. Turn on this option if you prefer to see Metar &
Taf in plain language. FlightUtilities.com provides decoding service.
 Background Navigation. Turn on this option to keep iNavigator alive
also when the app is in the background.
 Units. The units can be set to Metric or English (US).
 Fuel Units. Fuel units can be set to pounds, US gallons, kilograms
or liters.
 Leg Time. Select between relative (ETE) or absolute (ETA) estimated
time to next waypoint.
 Track & Heading. Select Magnetic or True track/heading display.
 Allow Heading Calibration. Enable or disable device heading
calibration. Calibration will be in any case inhibited when in flight.
 Custom Keyboard. Enable this option to use a dedicated custom
ASCII keyboard for text input.
 Mode. (See WORKING MODE below).
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MAPS

One Map provider for the BASE MAP and one for an OVERLAY map can be
selected from the list. The OVERLAY is a partial coverage or not-opaque
layer which is added on top of BASE MAP
Some OVERLAY layers are available for download from iNavigator server and
can be subsequently used offline.
ADD/DELETE PROVIDERS
Tap the Edit label to Manage Map providers. To add a new provider enter the
Tile Server Name (which is displayed in the app) and URL (for example: URL:
http://tile.openstreetmap.org), and enter Tile File Extension and other required
parameters. Example: png?APP_ID=xxxxxxx
CUSTOM MAPS
Custom maps can be uploaded with the iTunes File Sharing utility.
The map must be rendered in tiles (there are many utilities available, a good
one but unfortunately not free is MapTiler) and uploaded to the /Maps/Offline
folder.
A companion xml file must be uploaded in the Maps folder. The file name
must match the name of the folder containing the tile data. The file must
contain the following entries:
<tileServer>
Identifies the content of the xml
<name></name>
Name of the map as displayed in the Maps page
<url></url>
Complete URL for the tile server
<overlay></overlay>
YES if the map is an overlay
<offline></offline>
YES if the map is available offline
<copyright></copyright> Optional copyright notice
<size></size>
Optional size of the map files
</tileServer>
End of tile server descriptor
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WORKING MODE
Working Mode can be set to Normal (to use iNavigator as a real navigation
app) or Sim.
SIMULATION
The iNavigator’s built-in simulation mode allows connecting the app to
Microsoft Flight Simulator 9, X or Lockheed Martin Prepar3D via WiFi.
iNavigator will receive position, speed, course and altitude of the current
FS/P3D aircraft.
To be able to connect iNavigator to MSFS the iNavigator.dll FS module must
be installed.
Download and run the iNavigatorForFS.exe installer file from iNavigator
website at http://inavigator.leosh.com.
Follow the on-screen instructions to install the module either in FS9, FSX or
P3D. You must also install the older version of Simconnect which is available
from the P3D folder.
In order to successfully enable the simulation mode pay attention to the
following:
1. Both the PC running FS and the iPhone/iPad must be connected to the
same local network.
2. If a firewall is present, it must enable UDP connection for port 29998
and 29999.
3. Enable simulation mode from the SETUP page of iNavigator.
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11. IN-APP PURCHASES
The following In-App purchases are available:


Navigation Database. Upgrade of Navigation
Database to the latest available cycle.



Navigation Data Page. See DATA PAGE above.



Watch App Extra Features. See WATCH APP
below.

Tap on the Restore Purchases button to restore purchase made on another
device, or after upgrading iNavigator.
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12. WATCH APP
iNavigator has a companion Apple Watch app.
The Watch app works together with the iOS app, and any changes performed
in either device are mirrored to the other. An exception to this behavior is
when the Watch app is in standalone mode (a feature available from the
Watch Extra Features in-app purchase).
A set of Complications is provided to customize Watch faces with an icon to
launch iNavigator Watch app.
BASIC WATCH APP
The basic app displays all relevant navigation data plus an HSI display.

➊
➋
➌
MAIN PAGE
The main page is divided into 3 areas:
1. Leg information. From and To waypoint name of the current leg (or
Direct-To waypoint name), track of the leg (DTK), distance from
present position to the next waypoint, estimated time of arrival to the
point.
2. Data fields. Left data field display either the bearing from present
position to the next waypoint (green) or the Bearing Pointer data
(cyan), if pointer is visible. When Bearing Pointer is visible, a tap on the
left data field will toggle between bearing, distance and arrival time to
the selected point. The name of the Bearing Pointer’s point is displayed
in the field title label.
Center data field is current track, right data field is ground speed.
3. HSI. The Watch HSI displays quite the same information available in
the iOS App, minus all the mapping and database data:
 Compass rose. The minor graduation marks represent 5 degrees,
major graduation marks represent 10 degrees, with every 30
degrees labeled. The outer edge of the compass rose is marked
with reference marks.
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Bearing pointer and Course Deviation Indicator. The green
arrow points to the next waypoint of the active leg or Direct-To
waypoint. The single-line CDI displays deviation from the set or
desired course.
Optional Bearing Pointer. Additional cyan pointer to a user
selected waypoint.
Course to Steer. (yellow bug) suggested steering direction toward
the current leg.
Turn Pie. Area between the current track and the steering direction
is filled in semi-transparent yellow, to indicate turn direction, when
the option is enabled from the Setup page.
Track of current leg or Direct-To OBS. (magenta bug)
Lateral Error (XTK). Left or Right lateral error in nm or km. When
above 10nm/10km a >> or << will be displayed, pointing to the
direction toward the current leg.
Blinking dot. Indicates status of locating service. Blinking when
location is being updated. Red when locating precision is not
sufficient for navigation, yellow when position accuracy is degraded
but still sufficient for navigation, white when locating precision is
optimal.

ACTION SHEET
A tap on the HSI area will display the action menu:
 Activate/Deactivate. Activate or deactivate the current route
 Cancel DTO. Cancel a Direct-To
 Hide Pointer. Hides the cyan bearing pointer
FULL WATCH APP FEATURES
The following features are available from the Watch Extra Features in-app
purchase.
The action menu has an extra action:
 Load Route. Loads and activates one of the routes stored in the paired
iOS device.
DIGITAL CROWN
Rotating the digital crown when a Direct-To is active will change the OBS
(inbound course) to the point. If no Direct-To is selected, but the current route
is active, a Direct-To will be initiated to the current waypoint and the OBS
selected with further crown rotations.
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INFO, POSITION AND VERTICAL PAGES

Swipe up to show the INFO, POSITION and VERTICAL pages, swipe left and
right to change page.
INFO page displays route summary: departure, arrival, route length and
estimated time en route.
POSITION page displays current position, and radial/distance from nearest
navaid (when paired with an iOS device).
VNAV page displays current altitude and vertical speed, plus Top Of Descent
(TOD) distance and Bottom Of Descent (BOD) distance and altitude when the
VNAV option is enabled in the paired iOS device.
CONTEXT MENU
Use Force Touch to display the menu

ROUTE

List the current route waypoints, with leg direction,
length and estimated time en route. When the route is
active the current waypoint is highlighted in magenta,
and the bearing to the waypoint replaces the DTK.
Tap on a point to activate a Direct-To, show the
Bearing pointer and, for airports, display the latest
METAR
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NEARBY

List the nearest airports, navaid and waypoints, with
bearing, distance and estimated arrival time from
current position.
Tap on a point to activate a Direct-To, show the
Bearing pointer and, for airports, display the latest
METAR
Nearby waypoints are available only when the Watch
is paired to an iOS device. METAR needs a working
data connection.

SETUP





Metrics Units. The units can be set to Metric or
English (US).
Leg Time as ETA. Select between relative (ETE) or
absolute (ETA) estimated time to next waypoint.
True Track. Select Magnetic or True track display.
Turn Pie. If set, the area between the current track
and the CTS is filled with a semitransparent yellow
solid pattern.

NAV MODE
The Watch app can run in 2 different operating modes: Synched and
Standalone.
In the default mode (Synched) the Watch mirrors the status of iNavigator
from the iOS device. Every action taken in either device is mirrored to the
other.
The iOS app does the actually navigation, and sends the navigation data to
the Watch.
When set to Standalone, the Watch does is own navigation with the route
uploaded using the Load Route action. The two apps work separately, and
can have different routes, settings, etc.
If using a Watch Series 2, the Watch app in Standalone mode will work and
navigate also without a paired iOS device, using the Watch built in GPS
receiver.

When the Watch is in Standalone mode the dot that indicates
locating status is replaced by a small triangle
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13. ROUTE NAVIGATION
In order to start route navigation the current route must be defined and
activated.
The current route can be created from the Map, HSI or Route pages.
ADDING WAYPOINTS TO THE CURRENT ROUTE
Tap any point from the map or HSI view and choose Add to Route from the
action sheet. The title of the action sheet shows the element picked up by
proximity, priority is given to airports, then navaids and intersection. If no point
is found the coordinates of the tapped point are shown or the name of the
nearest locality.
A waypoint can be added from the Route page using the standard iOS table
editing interface: tap the Edit button, then the + button, and type the name in
the search bar. When more than two character are inserted the waypoints
who’s names begins with the search field are listed.
REMOVE WAYPOINTS FROM THE CURRENT ROUTE
In the map and HSI view, tap on a route waypoint and choose Remove from
Route from the action sheet. The waypoint can also be deleted using the
standard iOS table-editing interface from the Route page.
MODIFING WAYPOINT SEQUENCE
The waypoint sequence can be changed using the iOS standard table
interface from the Route page.
ACTIVATE OR DEACTIVATE THE CURRENT ROUTE
To activate/deactivate the current route from the map or HSI view tap in
proximity of a route leg segment and choose Activate/Deactivate from the
action sheet. The route can also be activated from the action sheet of the
Route page.
DELETE THE CURRENT ROUTE
To delete all the waypoints of the current route tap the action button in the
FPL page, choose Delete Route from the action sheet and tap Yes in the
confirmation alert.
SAVE THE CURRENT ROUTE
The current route can be saved in the Saved Routes list by tapping the action
button in the Route and selecting Save Route. The default name of the route
is made from the first and last route waypoint’s name.
LOAD THE CURRENT ROUTE
To load the current route from the Saved Routes list tap the action button in
the Route page, select Load Route and than a route from the Saved Routes
list.
SAVED ROUTES
The list of saved routes can be accessed from the INFO page.
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14. DIRECT-TO NAVIGATION
The Direct-To function provides a quick method of setting a course to a
destination waypoint. Once a Direct-To is activated, iNavigator establishes a
point-to-point course line (great circle) from the present position to the
selected Direct-To destination. If a Direct-To is initiated toward a waypoint of
the current route, the route is activated and the previous waypoints are
automatically sequenced.
A Direct-To can be initiated:
 By tapping on a point in the map or HSI view, and selecting Direct TO
from the action sheet.
 By waypoint name or location name, from the Route page: tap the
action button, select Direct TO from the action sheet, and type the
name in the search bar.
 From the Information page, tapping on the action button and selecting
Direct TO from the action sheet.
The course to the point can be manually set, if no value is entered the course
from current aircraft position is automatically selected.
A Direct-To can be canceled:
 By tapping on the Direct-To point in the map or HSI view, and selecting
Cancel DTO from the action sheet.
 From the FPL page by tapping the action button and selecting Cancel
DTO from the action sheet.
 From the Info page, tapping on the action button and selecting Cancel
DTO from the action sheet
The Direct-To is automatically canceled when the Direct-To point is reached.
After cancelling a Direct-To, if the current route was defined and activated,
normal route navigation is resumed.
COURSE SELECTION
When performing a Direct-To, iNavigator sets a direct great circle course from
aircraft position to the selected destination. The course to the destination can
be manually defined by entering the desired value. Leave the field blank to
reset the Direct-To and center the CDI.
The OBS course can also be changed using the Watch digital crown.
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15. VERTICAL NAVIGATION
When VNAV is enabled from the SETUP page, iNavigator will guide the pilot
to precisely follow the desired descent path.
The VNAV indicator will automatically appear on the center right part of the
HSI page (iOS app only) when approaching the top of descent point.
When the green indicator is centered on the scale
the aircraft is following the descent path and will
arrive at the BOD (Bottom Of Descent) at the
desired altitude. If the green indicator is above the
center mark, the vertical speed should be reduced
until the indicator is centered, while it should be
increased when the indicator is below the centerline.
When centered, resume the vertical speed as set in
the VNAV Vertical Speed field in order to follow the
path.
The scale of the indicator is automatically set to ± 3 times the value entered in
the Vertical Speed field (i.e., if the green indicator is at the upper part of the
scale, the aircraft must be flown leveled for 3 minutes to rejoin the correct
descent path).

The descent path and the BOD are also shown in the Vertical Profile (see
DISPLAY OPTIONS and VERTICAL PROFILE).
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APPENDIX
VARIATION
All directions are referenced to the MAGNETIC North using the variation
determined according to the present position and displayed in the Info section
of the INFO page.
BAROMETRIC ALTITUDE CALIBRATION
Barometric altitude can be calibrated editing the calibration.xml file found in
the /Document folder of the device. The following entries affect barometric
altitude calculation:
 barometerOffsethPa. Pressure offset in hPa.
 cabinPressureRisePerKnothPa. Rise of cabin pressure as a function
of aircraft IAS, at see level (hPa/kt).
SYMBOLS
The following symbols are used to represent different waypoint types:
AIRPORT
AIRFIELD
VOR
NDB
INTERSECTION
VFR WAYPOINT
USER-DEFINED WAYPOINT
ACTIVE ROUTE OR DIRECT-TO WAYPOINT
ROUTE WAYPOINT OR COORDINATES
RUNWAY
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NAVIGATION TERMS
The following navigation term are used, also refer to the figure below:

Illustrated NAV terms.
Term

Description
The compass direction from the present position to a
BRG (bearing)
destination waypoint.
The recommended direction to steer in order to
CTS (course to steer)
reduce course error or stay on course.
The ‘great circle’ distance from the present position
DIS (distance)
to a destination waypoint.
The desired course between the active “from” and
DTK (desired track)
“to” waypoints.
ETA (estimated time The estimated Zulu time at which the destination
of arrival)
waypoint will be reached.
The time it will take to reach the destination
ETE (estimated time
waypoint, from present position, based upon current
en-route)
ground speed.
The velocity the aircraft is travelling relative to a
GS (ground speed)
ground position.
The direction of movement relative to a ground
TRK (track)
position.
XTK (cross-track
The distance the aircraft is off a desired course in
error)
either direction, left or right.
Estimated remaining fuel when reaching the
FOB (fuel on board)
destination waypoint.
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MESSAGES AND VISUAL ALERTS
The message area is located just above the tab bar in the map and HSI view.
The following messages can be generated:
Message

Color

NO POSITION

RED

DEGRADED ACCURACY

RED

FUEL LOW

RED

TURN
LEFT/RIGHT
YELLOW
HEADING xxx°
VERTICAL ALERT

YELLOW

NEXT DTK xxx°

WHITE

INSIDE AIRSPACE xxx

WHITE

Description
Location Services not available,
position can’t be determined.
Position accuracy is considered not
sufficient for navigation
Estimated endurance is less than 30
minutes.
Suggested turn direction to the
current leg intercept course
Aircraft is approaching Top Of
Descent or Bottom Of Descent.
Shown when approaching the active
waypoint, next leg desired track.
Shown when the aircraft enter the
xxx airspace.

Several visual aid are shown to alert of degraded position accuracy or if no
position can be determined:
 Aircraft symbol in the map and HSI page and accuracy value in the
SETUP page are YELLOW if position accuracy is degraded but still
sufficient for navigation.
 Aircraft symbol in the map and HSI page and accuracy value in the
SETUP page are RED if position accuracy is degraded and considered
not sufficient for navigation. DEGRADED ACCURACY message is also
displayed.
 If position can’t be determined aircraft symbol is replaced by a red
cross; compass card, data values, bearing and CDI pointers, are
removed from view; also position and accuracy value in the SETUP
page are not shown and NO POSITION message is displayed.
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